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UW CSE's Digital Financial Services Research Group aims to extend the benefits of
secure mobile financial services, such as the successful M-Pesa service in Kenya, to
more people in the developing communities. Brian Harries, flickr

New Digital Financial Services Research
Group will accelerate innovative banking
solutions for developing regions
Nearly eight years ago, UW CSE revolutionized data collection and analysis
in low-resource settings with the creation of the Open Data Kit (ODK), a
suite of free, open-source mobile tools spearheaded by the late professor
Gaetano Borriello.
Designed to be "easy to try, easy to use, easy to modify and easy to
scale," ODK unlocked new possibilities for people to use data in exciting
and useful ways to drive social and political change under challenging
conditions. To date, ODK has been deployed in more than 40 countries
— to monitor elections, to enforce environmental regulations, to track
health care outcomes, and much more. It has even made its way onto the
International Space Station. Now, UW CSE is building on Borriello's legacy
and the resounding success of ODK by applying its expertise to another
problem that is crying out for innovative solutions: the lack of digital financial
services in remote and developing communities. With the formation of
its new Digital Financial Services Research Group, UW CSE is preparing to
spark another revolution by accelerating the delivery of practical, secure
and culturally relevant digital banking solutions to people in some of the
poorest regions of the world.
Continued on page 8

From where I sit...
which you can read about in this issue’s cover story,
was generously seeded by the Gates Foundation and
will build upon our successful track record in research
that advances global development.
We also established a new Molecular Information
Systems Lab, led by professor Luis Ceze, that is focusing
on DNA as a data storage medium. Luis is working with
joint CSE and EE professor Georg Seelig and Microsoft
Research on the project, which was the subject of a great
article by The New York Times back in December. And the
National Science Foundation reinvested in the Center
for Sensorimotor Neural Engineering, led by professor
Raj Rao, to advance the development of next-generation
implantable devices that will enable people suffering
from paralysis to move again.

It is a time of growth and excitement here at UW CSE.
We have launched new lines of research to harness
the power and the promise of innovation to address
some of society's biggest challenges, and we continue
to build our leadership in core and emerging areas of
the field. We also continue to build interest in our field
by enrolling record-high numbers of students in our
introductory programming classes (at last count, 5,000
per year), and to grow our diversity through a variety of
outreach activities on campus and beyond.
UW CSE is going to be even stronger when all of our
latest faculty recruits arrive. Since we welcomed
Ras Bodik, one of the world’s foremost experts in
programming languages, and Sham Kakade, a leading
researcher in statistical machine learning, last summer,
we have recruited several rising stars in the field: UW
CSE bachelor’s alum Kurtis Heimerl, a recognized leader
in ICTD and networks; Sergey Levine, a pioneer at the
intersection of robotics and machine learning; Katharina
Reinecke, an expert on intelligent user interfaces and
cross-cultural usability; Dan Ports, a member of our
stellar Systems Lab; and last but not least UW CSE alum
Zorah Fung, the latest addition to our terrific team of
lecturers. You can read more about these new additions
to the CSE family in the following pages.
We were excited to announce the formation of our new
Digital Financial Services Research Group. This group will
tap into the expertise of our ICTD Lab, led by professor
Richard Anderson, and the Security & Privacy Research
Lab, co-directed by professors Franzi Roesner and Yoshi
Kohno, to improve the availability of digital banking
solutions in underserved communities. The project,
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When it comes to research quality and impact, we
know that our faculty and students are some of the
best in the business. Now we have hard data to back
it up. For several years, Jeff Huang on the faculty at
Brown University has maintained a list of Best Paper
awards earned by universities and industry at major
conferences. In his latest tabulation, Microsoft Research
ranks first, followed by the UW. We are the highest
ranked academic institution on the list — a tremendous
achievement and one of which I am particularly proud
as chair.
The excitement generated in and around UW CSE is
palpable. I hope you will follow along with us as we
continue to build our world-class program —a nd our
new building! — and that I will see you at a future CSE
event.

Henry M. Levy
Chairman and Wissner-Slivka Chair
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From Paralysis to Plasticity: Center for Sensorimotor
Neural Engineering Aims to Get Patients Moving Again
"Improving lives by connecting brains and technology."
That is the mission of the Center for Sensorimotor
Neural Engineering (CSNE), one of 20 Engineering
Research Centers established by the National Science
Foundation to combine research and education
with technological innovation to advance scientific,
technological and social outcomes. Headquartered at
the University of Washington, CSNE unites expertise in
computer science, engineering, neuroscience, ethics
and other disciplines from around the globe, including
MIT, San Diego State University, the Indian Institute of
Science and the University of Freiberg in Germany — to
name only a few of the partners who are helping CSNE
to advance the state of the art in neural engineering.
First established in 2011 by then-UW CSE professor
Yoky Matsuoka, CSNE is currently directed by UW CSE
professor Rajesh Rao, an expert in brain-computer
interfaces. Under Rao's leadership, CSNE recently
secured $16 million in new funding from NSF to
support the development of implantable devices that
will enable patients suffering from paralysis to move
again. The latest grant will be used to advance CSNE's
ground-breaking work on bi-directional brain-computer
interfaces (BBCI's). That technology, which can interpret
and wirelessly transmit brain signals, is being used to
create devices that are capable of bypassing damaged
areas of the nervous system to restore movement to
people affected by severe injury or stroke.
"When Christopher Reeve sustained a spinal cord
injury due to a fall from his horse, his brain circuits
were still intact and able to form the intention to move,
but unfortunately the injury prevented that intention
from being conveyed to the spinal cord," explained
Rao. "Our implantable devices aim to bridge such lost
connections by decoding brain signals and stimulating
the appropriate part of the spinal cord to enable the
person to move again."
The technology could not only restore movement, but
also promote brain plasticity to support rehabilitation
of the affected areas. Rao predicts that demand for the
technology will grow along with our aging population.
"There's a huge unmet need, especially with an aging
population of baby boomers, for developing the next
generation of medical devices for helping people with
progressive or traumatic neurological conditions such
as stroke and spinal cord injury," said Rao.

Professor Rajesh Rao

Rao and his colleagues plan to conduct proof-of-concept
demonstrations in human subjects within the next
five years as a precursor to seeking Food and Drug
Administration approval for clinical use.
CSNE researchers are also developing new "closed
loop" implantable devices that represent a marked
improvement over existing technologies such as deep
brain simulators used to treat people with Parkinson's
disease. By monitoring the brain and delivering targeted
electrical stimulation only when needed, this new wave
of implantable devices will produce fewer negative side
effects and cut down on the number of replacement
surgeries required for patients living with neurological
conditions.
"UW CSE has played a pivotal role in CSNE's continued
success, from organizing the initial team with professors
Yoky Matsuoka and Tom Daniel as Principal Investigators
to stewarding the center through its leadership
transitions," observed Rao.
"The center's renewal will have a significant impact on
CSE, not only by building a bridge to the medical school
and other engineering departments, but also by offering
our students the opportunity to engage in this emerging
field through a new undergraduate minor and a new
graduate certificate program in neural engineering."
Learn more about CSNE's research and educational
outreach activities at http://csne-erc.org.
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The quest for The Master Algorithm: A Q&A with UW
CSE's Pedro Domingos
UW CSE professor Pedro Domingos is bringing
machine learning to the masses in his new book, The
Master Algorithm. In what is described as "a popular
science romp through one of today’s hottest scientific
topics," Domingos explores how machine learning is
increasingly shaping the way we live and researcher's
quest for the "master algorithm" – the ultimate learning
algorithm that will be able to do we want before we
even have to ask.
UW Today featured a Q&A with Domingos back in
October, in which he addressed a range of topics
related to machine learning. From a potential cure
for cancer, to winning presidential elections, to
making recommendations work for you instead of the
companies trying to sell you things, read on to discover
what drives Domingos' search for the one algorithm to
rule them all.
(Reprinted courtesy of UW News & Information)

What is machine learning, and how might a person
encounter it in a typical day?
PD: Machine learning is the automation of discovery
— computers learning by themselves by generalizing
from data instead of having to be programmed by us.
It's like the scientific method on steroids: formulate
hypotheses, test them against the data, refine them
— except computers can do it millions of times faster
than humans.
Google uses machine learning to decide which Web
pages to show you, Amazon and Netflix to recommend
books and movies, Twitter and Facebook to select
posts for your feed. Siri uses learning algorithms to
understand what you say and predict what you want to
do. Spam filters use it as well. Retailers use it to decide
which goods to stock and how to lay out their stores. If
you receive a credit card offer, chances are a learning
algorithm picked you. At many companies, when you
apply for a job, a learning algorithm screens your
resume. Online dating sites use machine learning to
match their users — there are children alive today who
wouldn’t have been born if not for machine learning.
In other words, machine learning is involved in pretty
much everything we do these days.
Why is it important for someone who isn't a computer
scientist to understand principles of machine learning?
PD: Learning algorithms make a lot of decisions on your
behalf every day. As we just saw, they can determine
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Professor Pedro Domingos

not just what goods you buy but also whether you'll
get a job or even who your lifetime companion will
be. If these algorithms are a black box to you, you
have no control over where they will take you. Think
of a car as an analogy: only engineers and mechanics
need to understand how the engine works, but you
need to know how to drive it. In the future cars will
drive themselves, but you’ll have to know how to drive
learning algorithms — and right now you probably
don't even know where the steering wheel or the
pedals are.
Your book talks about what different "tribes" in machine
learning research might contribute to curing cancer, and
what their approaches lack. Why focus on that question?
PD: Curing cancer is one of the most important
problems in the world — perhaps the most important
problem — and machine learning has a big part to play
in solving it. What makes cancer hard is that it's not one
disease, but many. Every patient's cancer is different,
and it mutates as it grows, so there’s no one-size-fitsall solution. The cure for cancer is a learning program
that predicts which drug to use for which cancer by
looking at the tumor’s genome, the patient’s genome
and medical history, etc. But none of the current
approaches to machine learning is able to solve the
problem all by itself, so it’s a great illustration of both
what each approach brings to the table and what it's
missing.
What is the difference between the algorithms that Netflix
and Amazon use to recommend products you might like?

rss feed for news items: news.cs.washington.edu
Why is it important for consumers to be aware of these
differences?
PD: Like every company, Netflix and Amazon each use
the algorithms that best serve their purposes. Netflix
loses money on blockbusters, so its recommendation
system directs you to obscure British TV shows from
the 70’s, which cost it virtually nothing. The whole
machine learning smarts is in picking shows for you
that you’ll actually like even though you’ve never heard
of them. Amazon, on the other hand, has no particular
interest in recommending rare products that only
sell in small quantities. Selling larger quantities of
fewer products actually simplifies its logistics. So
its recommendation system is based more on just
how popular each product is in connection with the
products you’ve bought before. The problem for you
if you don’t know any of this is that you wind up doing
what the companies want you to do, instead of what
you want to do.
If you know — even just roughly — how the learning
algorithms work, you can make them work for you by
deliberately teaching them, by choosing the companies
whose machine learning agrees best with you and
by demanding that the learning algorithms let you
explicitly say things like "This is what I want, not that,"
and "Here’s where you went wrong."
How did Obama's chief scientist — who was a machine
learning expert — use four simple questions to help win
the 2012 election?
PD: Rayid Ghani and his team of data scientists used
machine learning to predict the answers to four
questions for each individual swing voter, using all the
data about them they could get their hands on. The
questions were: How likely is he to support Obama?
To show up at the polls? To respond to the campaign’s
reminders to do so? And to change his mind about
the election based on a conversation about a specific
issue? Then, every night, they ran a program called
"the Optimizer" to choose which voters to target the
following day based on the results of the machine
learning. In contrast, Mitt Romney’s campaign used
standard polling and targeted broad demographic
categories like "suburban middle-aged woman." The
result? Even though the race was close, Obama carried
all the swing states but one and won the election.
How is a machine learning expert more like a farmer than
a factory worker?
PD: Factory-made goods have to be assembled piece by
piece, step by step, all the way from the raw materials.
In contrast, crops grow on their own, with a bit of help
from the farmer. Traditional computer programs are
like factory-made goods; software engineers write them

line by line, which is an incredibly time-consuming and
error-prone process. In contrast, a machine learning
expert grows programs from data in the same way
that a farmer grows crops from nutrients. In our case,
the seeds are learning algorithms; and big data means
the soil is incredibly fertile.
What is the relationship between machine learning and
artificial intelligence?
PD: The goal of artificial intelligence is to get computers
to do things that in the past required human
intelligence. One of those things — perhaps the
hallmark of human intelligence — is the ability to learn
from experience. So machine learning is a subfield of
artificial intelligence, but these days it's so successful
that it's outgrown its proud parent and has become
a stand-alone field, often known by other names like
data science and predictive analytics.
Lots of plot lines have been built around sentient
computers that go awry or take over the world or do
harm. Is this something to worry about, or are there other
potential dangers?
PD: "The Terminator" scenario of an evil AI deciding
to take over the world and exterminate humanity is
not really something to take seriously. It's based on
confusing being intelligent with being human, when in
fact the two are very different things. The robots in the
movies are always humans in disguise, but real robots
aren't. Computers could be infinitely intelligent and
not pose any danger to us, provided we set the goals
and all they do is figure out how to achieve them — like
curing cancer.
On the other hand, computers can easily make serious
mistakes by not understanding what we asked them
to do or by not knowing enough about the real world,
like the proverbial sorcerer's apprentice. The cure for
that is to make them more intelligent. People worry
that computers will get too smart and take over the
world, but the real problem is that they’re too stupid
and they've already taken over the world.
What has machine learning enabled university scientists
and researchers to do that wouldn't have been possible
before?
PD: Machine learning is revolutionizing science by
making it possible to understand much more complex
phenomena than before. With it, we can apply the
scientific method to vast quantities of data that no
unaided human could hope to come to grips with.
Biologists use machine learning to build models of
the cell based on data from DNA sequencers, gene
expression microarrays, and so on. Astronomers
use it to automatically create catalogs of stars and
Continued on page 11
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Igneous Systems embraces the hot and cold of the big
data explosion
It's a pretty safe bet that only one corporate meeting
room in the U.S. carries the name Eyjafjallajökull, the
Icelandic volcano whose ash cloud eruption shut down
European air traffic for ten days in 2010. That, plus
meeting rooms honoring Mauna Kea, Mount St. Helens,
and other famous eruptors, hints that Igneous Systems
is not a typical tech start-up. It doesn't even lay claim to
disruptor ambitions, despite its name.
Founded in October 2013, this data center infrastructure
firm has a low-key public face and offers only hints about
its technology, prompting one tech media article to
describe Igneous as being in "stealth mode." That may
change in 2016.
Cofounder and CTO Jeff Hughes (B.S., ‘06), while not
forthcoming with product details, is excited about
the company's potential customer base and plans
to accommodate significant staff growth in the airy,
cheerful office suite encompassing the entire second
floor of one of the newer buildings in Belltown.
Both good-humored and startup informal, Hughes
traces his passion for computer science to his kid days
doing programming on an Apple II, a skill later boosted
by AP classes in CS and physics at Kitsap Central High
School. At UW CSE Hughes focused on embedded
systems and ubiquitous computing, working mostly
with Gaetano Borriello.
"Gaetano was a fantastic advisor and introduced me to
Intel Research Labs," Hughes says. He helped develop
location software using Wi-Fi points and was a co-author
on six research papers, unusual for an undergraduate.
"It was kind of crazy because this research is now in
everyone’s pockets. I happened to be in the right place
at the right time — a great experience."
A key lesson from CSE and Intel was the importance of
working with the right people. "It didn't matter to me
what tech I worked on. After graduation, I focused on
finding a small company with people I liked and where
I could have fun," he says.

Startup Whirlwind to Startup Rock
Isilon, a 2001 Seattle hardware/software storage
platform startup, fit the bill, and he signed on as a
software developer. After EMC acquired Isilon in late
2011, he moved up to the role of technical manager
of the storage division. By September 2012 his combo
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Cofounder and CTO Jeff Hughes standing next to the Igneous
logo in the company’s new Belltown office space.

of tech and people skills elevated him to the division's
director of engineering.
"Isilon was a whirlwind, growing from 100 people when
I joined to 1,500 when I left," Hughes said. "The IPO was
an exciting time, followed by a period of disappointment,
staff shrinkage, and management departures." A
venture capitalist and board member advised him to
"Stay with it. You might be surprised." Sure enough, the
company boomed again.
"It was a heck of a journey, and I found that a startup is
not a linear path," Hughes reflects. "You learn what you
are made of, who bounces out during a rough patch,
and who sticks around."
By fall 2012 he was ready to move on. He and his wife,
Carolyn Hughes (nee Holmes, B.S., '07), didn't have
children yet, so he figured going out on his own was
"now or never." He resigned from EMC-Isilon with
nothing lined up, but soon reconnected with Kiran
Bhageshpur, who also left Isilon after heading the
storage division. Byron Rakitzis, a third founding partner,
was an early employee at NetApp — a data storage and
cloud computing company. The three quickly raised $3
million in seed money and launched Igneous Systems
from the offices of Madrona Ventures Group.
The boom in big data and complexity of the data storage
landscape drives Igneous Systems' mission to "bring a
modern approach to the data center" with "zero-touch
infrastructure." Hughes says their focus begins, not
with specific technology, but with people — potential

n.edu
customers and enterprise problems that need solutions.
"We spent a lot of time talking with customers while
at Isilon, and potential customers for Igneous, and
we know their pain points and struggles in storing,
managing, and accessing data," Hughes says.

"It was a heck of a journey, and I found that a startup
is not a linear path. You learn what you are made of,
who bounces out during a rough patch, and who sticks
around." - Jeff Hughes

A recent Forbes Tech article on big data noted that by
2020 "about 1.7 megabytes of new information will be
created every second for every human being on the
planet …. for an accumulated digital universe … around
44 zettabytes or 44 trillion gigabytes." Also astonishing
is that today less than 0.5% of all data is ever analyzed.

Their customers likely will fall in one of three
categories: Internet enterprises with huge data
content, manufacturers using telemetry to monitor
production processes and quality control, and scientific
and research entities capturing big data at the cellular,
molecular, and DNA levels.

"No one has incentive to throw data away because the
storage cost is so cheap," Hughes says. "It can be hard to
make sense of all this information because data may not
be stored in a way that allows easy access for analysis.
We also believe that many enterprise data problems are
under-addressed by the cloud providers."

"We have a lot in the pipeline right now, and in 2016 you
will hear more about what we are doing and who our
customers are, so stay tuned," Hughes says. "Our goal
isn't to create an IPO, but a company of lasting value
for customers, and that means a sustainable business
and a great place to work with a strong team culture."
The latter includes a "Ministry of Fun" that plans staff
activities like a pie baking contest or pub trivia nights.

Beyond the Cloud and Mainframes
Rather than choosing between the cloud and
mainframes, Hughes says Igneous is taking advantage
of storage systems across the board and focusing
on "next generation infrastructure." The company
secured $23.6 million in Series A financing in spring
2014. Among the 40 employees are four other UW CSE
alumni, including Asif Daud (B.S., '06), vice president
of engineering. Early alpha systems are out for testing
by potential customers. "We have a targeted customer
base, perhaps 10,000 companies, so we don’t need to
cast a wide marketing net. That’s why some reporters
called us stealthy," Hughes explains.

Such emphasis on lasting value and permanence
inspired the company's name. Despite a fondness
for Eyjafjallajökull, the primary symbolism is not an
eruption but the earth's metamorphosis of magma
to igneous rock. While that may sound "anti cloud,"
Hughes describes how data pours into companies in
a "hot" state and then cools down and solidifies in any
storage platform. Igneous Systems wants to ensure that
data, wherever it resides, can be easily categorized for
cold storage and then quickly retrieved for hot analysis
needs. Bring on the petabytes and exabytes! To learn
more, visit: www.igneous.io.

Hour of Code 2015

UW CSE organized a series of events on campus during CS
Education week to engage UW students in the Hour of Code.
100 students in Principal Lecturer Stuart Reges' introductory
Java programming course invited friends and family members
to Kane Hall to try their hands at the Hour of Code.

UW President Ana Mari Cauce joined in the fun, teaming up
with freshman Sukhdeep Singh and a group of students to do
the Hour of Code.
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Digital Financial Services Research Group
While infrastructure development may lag in many parts
of sub-Saharan Africa, mobile phone usage is surging.
According to a report released last year by the Pew
Research Center, the proportion of adults who own
any kind of mobile phone in Nigeria, at 89 percent, is
the same as in the USA. More than two-thirds of people
living in Senegal, Kenya and Ghana own mobile phones.
And, while roughly 17 percent of the sub-Saharan
region’s nearly one billion residents may not own a
mobile phone, at least half of those living without have
at least occasional access to one.
Kenya is one nation that can serve as a case study on
how to successfully implement digital banking. M-Pesa,
a mobile money transfer service originally launched
in that country in 2007, enjoys widespread use, even
among rural, “unbanked” residents. The service is
designed to work on the simplest of mobile phones — no
smart phone required — and does not require users to
have a bank account to participate, relying instead on a
network of agents who convert cash to virtual currency.
The number of active M-Pesa users has swelled to more
than 15 million, according to mobile network provider
a mobile money transfer service originally launched
in that country in 2007, enjoys widespread use, even
among rural, "unbanked" residents. The service is
designed to work on the simplest of mobile phones — no
smart phone required — and does not require users to
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have a bank account to participate, relying instead on a
network of agents who convert cash to virtual currency.
The number of active M-Pesa users has swelled to more
than 15 million, according to mobile network provider
Safaricom, and approximately 36,000 merchants accept
digital payments through the Lipa Na M-Pesa platform.
But M-Pesa's success has proved the exception, rather
than the rule, when it comes to digital banking in
developing regions.
The rise of mobile enabled the widespread adoption
of ODK and transformed how data is collected,
analyzed and presented across the developing world.
Given the statistics on mobile phone usage and the
success of M-Pesa, Professor Richard Anderson of UW
CSE’s Information & Communications Technology for
Development (ICTD) Lab sees the potential for a similar
transportation of financial services that extends beyond
just one country.
"Most of the research in mobile banking so far has
been undertaken by social scientists, but the computing
research community has an important role to play to get
solutions into the hands of the people that need them
most," said Anderson. "UW CSE is uniquely positioned
to lead the way, as we are able to call upon not only our
technology expertise but also our experience working
with communities to overcome significant challenges
by implementing ODK."

rss feed for news items: news.cs.washington.edu
"What we were able to do with data management through the development of ODK, we can do again with
money management to bring secure, reliable and truly useful digital financial services to promote the economic
well-being and financial security of people around the globe." - Richard Anderson
both banks and users — is a critical part of the effort
to provide innovative and globally accessible digital
banking solutions."
Joining Anderson, Kohno, and Roesner in the new
research group is Kurtis Heimerl, an expert in
community-based mobile networks who will join CSE
this September. iSchool professor Joshua Blumenstock
rounds out the core research team. Their work is being
funded with a two-year, $1.7 million grant from the Bill
& Melinda Gates Foundation.
In addition to UW CSE's leadership in ICTD and security
research, the team will be able to draw upon expertise in
a variety of other areas, including machine learning for
fraud prediction and prevention and human-computer
interaction to address usability and cross-cultural issues.

Professor Richard Anderson

The new group will establish a demonstration lab at the
UW to prototype different technologies in consultation
with in-country experts. The latter’s advice on local
regulations and cultural context will be critical to
achieving workable solutions that will earn widespread
adoption. Anderson and his colleagues will work with
mobile providers and financial institutions to test and
refine new technologies and tools where they will be
used. The goal is to inject urgency into the identification
and development of promising new tools to encourage
commercialization and large-scale impact.

"This technology can have tremendous impact — both
for allowing people to send remittances from the city
back to rural regions, and to establish savings accounts
so people can have reserves," said Anderson.
"What we were able to do with data management
through the development of ODK, we can do again
with money management to bring secure, reliable and
truly useful digital financial services to promote the
economic well-being and financial security of people
around the globe."
For more information, visit: ictd.cs.washington.edu.

To begin with, the group will focus its efforts on a
core set of challenges that have hindered the effective
deployment of digital banking solutions in areas like
sub-Saharan Africa and southern Asia. Among the
biggest pain points is security. It is an issue that UW
CSE is particularly well-equipped to tackle thanks to its
Security and Privacy Research Lab.
"Security, or lack thereof, can pose a significant barrier
to enrollment in existing digital financial services, even
in the developed world," noted CSE professor Tadayoshi
Kohno, the lab's co-director.
CSE professor and lab co-director Franziska Roesner
added, "Addressing security concerns — on the part of

Professor Tadayoshi Kohno (left), graduate student Peter Ney
(center), and professor Franziska Roesner (right) work in the
Security & Privacy Lab.
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UW CSE welcomes recognized experts and rising stars
in latest faculty hiring spree
Since 2012, UW CSE has grown our world class faculty
by 25 new hires — an indication of our ability to attract
the brightest, boldest minds in our field. Our recent
recruiting successes also send a clear signal to our
peers that, as UW CSE continues to grow in size and
stature, we will aggressively pursue both senior hires
and rising young stars in the field who will help us to
expand our impact.

In the previous issue of MSB, we announced the
imminent arrival of Rastislav Bodik, an expert in
programming languages who spent more than a decade
on the faculty of University of California, Berkeley; and
Sham Kakade, an expert in statistical machine learning
who joined us from Microsoft Research New England.
In addition to these two outstanding educators and
researchers, UW CSE is thrilled to introduce another
five new hires in 2015 — including a few familiar
faces — who will advance our leadership in humancomputer interaction, systems, robotics, computing for
development, and computer science education.
Katharina Reinecke arrived
at UW CSE last summer from
the University of Michigan,
where she was an assistant
professor. Reinecke cofounded LabintheWild, a
virtual lab for studying the
preferences of millions of
online users around the
world, to inform her research
into the design of culturally
intelligent user interfaces.
Reinecke's work has earned
her numerous awards,
including European Research Paper of the Year in
2014 and Best Paper Awards at CHI 2013 and UMAP
msb p10

2009. Reinecke holds a Ph.D. in computer science from
the University of Zurich and completed a postdoc at
Harvard University. To learn more, visit her homepage at
homes.cs.washington.edu/~reinecke/ and check out
www.labinthewild.org.
Sergey Levine, a postdoc at
UC Berkeley and research
scientist at Google, will
arrive at UW CSE this spring.
Levin's research focuses on
endowing machines with the
ability to acquire the skills
that enable them execute
complex tasks, including
behavioral skills for greater
autonomy and intelligence.
He pioneered the use of
deep learning to create
neural network controllers
for robots and animated characters, representing a
significant advance in both speed and accuracy of robot
learning and earning him Best Manipulation Paper at
ICRA 2015. Levine holds a B.S., M.S. and Ph.D. from
Stanford University. Learn more about his research at
www.eecs.berkeley.edu/~svlevine/.
Dan Ports completed a
postdoc at UW CSE before
accepting a position as
research assistant professor in
our world renowned Systems
Lab. Ports' research focuses
on building distributed
systems for modern data
center operations that are
faster, more reliable, easier to
program and more secure. He
earned a Best Paper Award at
NSDI 2015 and co-authored
the Jay Lepreau Best Paper
at OSDI 2014. Ports holds a S.B., M.Eng. and Ph.D.
from MIT. For more information, visit his homepage at
www.cs.washington.edu/people/faculty/drkp.
For two of our latest hires, joining the UW CSE faculty
represents a homecoming.
Kurtis Heimerl (B.S., '07) will join the faculty of our
Information & Communications Technology for
Development (ICTD) Lab in fall 2016. Heimerl earned
a TR35 award in 2014 for his work on Community
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Cellular, a low-cost, lowpower system for providing
small-scale, locally owned
cellular networks in remote
communities. He co-founded
a startup, Endaga, to deploy
the technology, and in
fall 2015 he and the team
joined forces with Facebook.
Heimerl completed his M.S.,
Ph.D. and postdoc working
with another UW CSE alum,
Tapan Parikh, and Eric Brewer
at UC Berkeley. Learn more at
www.cs.berkeley.edu/~kheimerl/.
Zorah Fung (B.S., '13/M.S.,
'15) returns to UW CSE
this winter as a lecturer
after serving as a full stack
software engineer at Sift
Science, the fraud detection
software company cofounded by UW CSE alums
Brandon Ballinger and
Jason Tan. During her time
as a student at UW CSE,
Fung served as teaching
assistant, head teaching
assistant and lecturer for
our introductory programming courses, earning the Bob
Bandes Memorial Award for Excellence in Teaching in
2013. Learn more about Zorah at www.cs.washington.
edu/people/faculty/zorahf.
Welcome — or welcome back — to the UW CSE family!

Faculty recognition
Alvin Cheung wins MIT's Sprowls Award
CSE professor Alvin Cheung
was honored by his alma
mater with the George
M. Sprowls Award, which
recognizes the most
outstanding Ph.D. theses in
computer science submitted
to MIT each year. Cheung
received the award for his
dissertation titled "Rethinking
the Application-Database
Interface," in which he
puts forward a novel approach for optimizing the
performance of applications that interact with database
management systems (DBMSs). Cheung showed that
real-world applications are sped up by multiple orders of
magnitude when both the programming system and the
DBMS are considered in tandem, using a combination of
declarative database optimization and modern program
analysis and synthesis techniques.

Luis Ceze receives Distinguished Alumni
Educator Award from UIllinois, UC
CSE professor Luis Ceze, who earned his Ph.D. in 2007
from the Computer Science Department at the University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, was recognized by his
alma mater with its Distinguished Alumni Educator
Award. The award, which is based on nominations by
members of the UIUC computer science community,
recognizes faculty and alumni "who have made
Continued on page 13

Continued from page 5

Master Algorithm Q&A
galaxies from sky surveys. Physicists use it to suss out
the new particles from the masses of data generated
by particle colliders. Neuroscientists use it to build
detailed maps of the brain, literally neuron by neuron.
Social scientists use it to understand how large social
networks, with millions or billions of people, behave.
It's not an exaggeration to say that machine learning
and big data have ushered in a new era in science.
What is the "Master Algorithm" and how far are we from
finding it?
PD: The Master Algorithm is a single algorithm
capable of discovering all knowledge — past, present
and future — from data. The human brain is a kind
of master algorithm. So is evolution. Each has given

rise to a different machine learning school, as have a
number of other ideas, like symbolism. Each school
has its own master algorithm: for the connectionists
it's something called backpropagation, for the
symbolists it's inverse deduction, and so on. But, as
we saw, what we really need is a single algorithm that
combines the capabilities of all of them. When will we
find it? It's hard to predict, because scientific progress
is not linear. It could happen tomorrow, or it could take
many decades. One of my fondest hopes in writing
the eponymous book is that it will inspire a bright kid
somewhere to come up with the key idea that we've
all been missing — and make the Master Algorithm a
reality, with all the extraordinary benefits for humanity
that will follow.
For more information, visit Domingos' website:
homes.cs.washington.edu/~pedrod/.
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A class act: UW CSE vision researchers figure out
what makes Tom Hanks look like Tom Hanks
Skype is nice, but what if instead of two-dimensional
video chat, you could converse with a three-dimensional
model that captures the very essence of family
members, friends — maybe even your favorite movie
actor — right in the comfort of your own living room?
Thanks to a team of computer vision researchers at UW
CSE — with a little help from Tom Hanks — we are closer
than ever to figuring out how to make that scenario a
(virtual) reality.
Researchers in UW CSE's Graphics and Imaging Lab
(GRAIL) have devised a way to construct digital models
of well-photographed celebrities by applying a novel
combination of 3-D facial reconstruction, tracking,
alignment, and multi-texture modeling to photos and
videos mined from the Internet. The team used machine
learning algorithms to capture Hanks' persona from the
vast array of visual media available and to animate a
digital 3-D model of the star.
They then engaged in some high-tech puppeteering,
demonstrating the ability to use photos or videos of
one person to control the expressions of another, all
while preserving the latter's own character. Researchers
demonstrated their newfound capability using a number
of famous subjects, including U.S. presidents George
W. Bush and Barack Obama, Japanese Prime Minister
Shinzo Abe, actors Daniel Craig and Ian McKellen, and
several others.
The video hocus-pocus was made possible after
graduate student Supasorn Suwajanakorn, working
with GRAIL professors Ira Kemelmacher-Shlizerman
and Steve Seitz, figured out how to capture expressiondependent textures — for example, the little differences
that occur in a person's face when he or she smiles.
He then densely mapped those differences in feature
and expression from one person’s face to another by
manipulating the lighting conditions across various
photographs.

recognizable to anyone who has seen his movies, and
then cast him in roles he has never played before."

"We wanted to see if we could capture the essence
of what makes Tom Hanks look like Tom Hanks," said
Suwajanakorn. "We asked ourselves, how do you define
'persona,' how do you capture it, and how will we know
if we are successful?

The technology could be a game-changer for animation
and virtual reality applications. Suwajanakorn took
home the Madrona Prize, an annual award recognizing
exciting research with significant commercial potential,
at UW CSE's Industry Affiliates Research Day in October.
The team presented its paper, "What Makes Tom Hanks
look like Tom Hanks," at the International Conference
on Computer Vision (ICCV) in December.

"The answer was to come up with a system that could
imitate what Tom Hanks would do, including those tiny
changes in facial expression that make him instantly

"Imagine being able to have a conversation with anyone
you can't actually get to meet in person — LeBron James,
Barack Obama, Charlie Chaplin — and interact with
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them," said Seitz. "We're trying to get there through
a series of research steps. One of the true tests is can
you have them say things that they didn't say but it still
feels like them?"
At present, detailed 3-D modeling still requires the
subject's personal interaction with a camera. With this
latest breakthrough, UW CSE brings us one step closer to
the ability to digitally reconstruct and animate a person's
likeness using existing imagery.
"We asked, 'Can you take Internet photos or your
personal photo collection and animate a model without
having that person interact with a camera?’" said
Kemelmacher-Shlizerman. "Over the years we created
algorithms that work with this kind of unconstrained
data, which is a big deal."
One day, researchers hope to be able to create fully
interactive models that capture an individual’s persona
for a more immersive and personal augmented reality
experience.
"You might one day be able to put on a pair of
augmented reality glasses and there is a 3-D model of
your mother on the couch," suggested KemelmacherShlizerman. "Such technology doesn't exist yet — the
display technology is moving forward really fast, but
how do you actually recreate your mother in three
dimensions?"
It's a hard problem for researchers looking to advance
the state of the art in augmented and virtual reality,
but as Tom Hanks himself once said, “If it wasn't hard,
everyone would do it."
"It's the hard that makes it great."
Learn more about this and other CSE vision research
projects at grail.cs.washington.edu.

Madrona's Scott Jacobson hands the top Madrona prize
to Supasorn Suwajanakorn during CSE’s Industry Affiliates
Research Day in October.

Continued from page 11

Faculty recognition
outstanding contributions to
computer science education
and research, and…who
excel at motivating computer
science students." That
certainly describes Luis, who
has advised a dozen graduate
students and received the
2010 ACM Undergraduate
Teacher of the Year Award
here at UW CSE.

Tom Anderson recognized with ACM SIGOPS
"Hall of Fame" Award
At the 2015 Symposium
on Operating Systems
Principles, CSE professor Tom
Anderson's 1993 ACM SOSP
paper "Efficient SoftwareBased Fault Isolation" —
co-authored with Robert
Wahbe, Steve Lucco, and
Susan Graham when Tom
was on the faculty at UC
Berkeley — was inducted
into the ACM SIGOPS Hall of
Fame. (We also note with pride that two other papers
inducted to the ACM SIGOPS Hall of Fame were coauthored by UW CSE Ph.D. alums: "The Google File
System" from the 2003 SOSP, co-authored by Shun-Tak
Leung, and "MapReduce: Simplified Data Processing on
Large Clusters" co-authored by Jeff Dean.)

Franzi Roesner addressed NAE Frontiers in
Engineering Symposium
Every year, the National
Academy of Engineering
invites roughly 100 of the top
engineers under the age of
45 from around the country
to participate in its Frontiers
of Engineering Symposium,
a two-and-a-half day event
focused on cutting-edge
research in various fields of
engineering. It is an honor to
be invited to the symposium,
and an even higher honor to be invited to speak. This
year, professor Franzi Roesner, co-director of UW CSE's
Security and Privacy Research Lab, delivered one of the
opening talks of the program. She was one of only 15
people who gave talks at the symposium — yet more
proof that CSE is home to some of the brightest rising
stars in computer science and computer engineering!
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Datagrams
Aditya Vashistha wins Facebook Graduate
Fellowship
Aditya Vashistha, a thirdyear Ph.D. student working
in the Information &
Communications Technology
for Development (ICTD) Lab led
by UW CSE professor Richard
Anderson, has been selected
as a Facebook Graduate Fellow
for 2016-2017. Aditya has been
on a roll lately, having previously earned a Best Student
Paper Award at ASSETS 2015, a Best Paper Award at CHI
2015, and the 2014 Access Facebook Award. Learn more
about him at: www.adityavashistha.com.

an Intel® Pentium®
Pro platform
architect, working on
the highly successful
P6 product family. His
platform architecture
and analysis work was
instrumental in the
creation of the Intel®
Xeon® processor product line. He went on to serve in a
variety of roles while at Intel. In 2013, he was appointed
Corporate Vice President and Managing Director of Intel
Labs — positions he held until his retirement today.
Read our profile of Wen-Hann from the autumn 2011
issue of MSB at: tinyurl.com/WHW-MSB2011profile
and the 2012 article about his Alumni Achievement
Award at: tinyurl.com/WHW-CAAprofile2012.

Ph.D. alum Brandon Lucia wins 2015 Bell Labs
Prize

Ph.D. alums Scott Hauck, Calton Pu named 2016
IEEE Fellows

The Bell Labs Prize is a competition for innovators from
around the globe that seeks to recognize proposals
that "change the game" in the field of information and
communications technologies by a factor of 10.

CSE Ph.D. alums Scott Hauck and Calton Pu have been
named to the 2016 class of Fellows of the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers.

In the 2015 Bell Labs
Prize competition, more
than 250 applicants from
33 different contries
submitted proposals for
consideration. Of those
applicants, 17 were
selected to move on to
the next stage of the
competition and were
given the chance to collaborate with Bell Labs research
partners to strengthen their proposals. Following this,
seven were selected as finalists, and presented their
ideas to a panel of judges. The winner (first prize and
$100,000): 2013 UW CSE Ph.D. alum — now CMU ECE
assistant professor — Brandon Lucia. Read more about
Brandon at: brandonlucia.com.

Ph.D. alum Wen-Hann Wang named first-ever
Intel Senior Fellow Emeritus
CSE Ph.D. alum Wen-Hann Wang completed his 24year tenure at Intel on December 1, 2015. To mark the
occasion, Intel named him its first-ever Senior Fellow
Emeritus — a tremendous honor that recognizes WenHann's many outstanding contributions during nearly
a quarter of a century with the company.
Wen-Hann earned his Ph.D. from CSE in 1989 working
with professor Jean-Loup Baer. He joined Intel in 1991 as
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Scott — the Gaetano Borriello
Professor for Educational
Excellence in the University
of Washington's Department
of Electrical Engineering, an
Adjunct Professor in CSE, and a
1995 UW CSE Ph.D. alum — was
recognized "for contributions to
Field-Programmable Gate Array
based systems."
Calton — the John P. Imlay,
Jr., Chair in Software in the
Georgia Institute of Technology's
College of Computing, and a
1986 UW CSE Ph.D. alum —
was recognized "for caltonphotocontributions to system
software specialization,
information security, and
services computing."

René Just earns ACM SIGSOFT Distinguished
Paper Award at ASE 2015
At ASE 2015, the 30th IEEE/ACM International Conference
on Automated Software Engineering, CSE postdoc René
Just captured the ACM SIGSOFT Distinguished Paper
Award for the paper, "Do Automatically Generated
Unit Tests Find Real Faults? An Empirical Study of
Effectiveness and Challenges."
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Overall, UW authors had five
papers accepted to ASE, and
another six papers at the
conference were authored by
previous advisees or postdocs
of CSE professor Michael Ernst
— a strong but not unexpected
showing from members past
and present of our world-class
PLSE group.
Read the award-winning paper here:
homes.cs.washington.edu/~rjust/publ/unit_test_
generation_effectiveness_ase_2015.pdf.

Nell O'Rourke addressed 2015 Rising Stars
workshop at MIT
CSE Ph.D. candidate Nell
O'Rourke was a featured
speaker at the annual
Rising Stars career-building
workshop for women in
computer science and
electrical engineering. More
than 60 promising graduate
students and postdocs from
around the world gathered at
MIT in November for a series
of research talks, career advice and networking aimed at
supporting young female scholars interested in pursuing
careers in academia. Nell, who works with professor
Zoran Popović in CSE's Center for Game Science, is one
of only a dozen computer science participants selected
to address the group. Her talk, "Educational Systems
for Maximizing Learning Online and in the Classroom,"
describes the design and evaluation of novel systems
to support motivation, personalization and formative
assessment in educational environments.

Ph.D. alum Karl Koscher named runner-up for
SIGSAC Doctoral Dissertation Award
2014 CSE Ph.D. alum
Karl Koscher was named
runner-up for the second
annual SIGSAC Doctoral
Dissertation Award for
Outstanding Ph.D. Thesis in
Computer and Information
Security for his UW Ph.D.
thesis, "Securing Embedded
Systems: Analyses of
Modern Automotive
Systems and Enabling Near-Real Time Dynamic
Analysis." The award was announced at the Conference
on Computer and Communications Security, the flagship
annual conference of the ACM Special Interest Group
on Security, Audit and Control (SIGSAC), held in Denver,

Colorado in October 2015. Karl, who worked with CSE
professor Yoshi Kohno in the Security and Privacy
Research Lab, is now a postdoctoral researcher at UCSD.
To learn more about Karl’s work, read his dissertation
here: digital.lib.washington.edu/researchworks/
handle/1773/26024.

CSE Ph.D. alum Chris Re wins MacArthur
"Genius" Award
2009 CSE Ph.D. alum Chris Ré
is one of 24 recipients of the
2015 MacArthur Fellowships
— colloquially referred to as
"genius awards." Chris — a
student of CSE professor
Dan Suciu — is a star in data
management/analysis and
currently on the computer
science faculty at Stanford.
Quoting from the MacArthur
Foundation:
"Christopher Ré is a computer scientist democratizing
big data analytics through theoretical advances in
statistics and logic and groundbreaking data-processing
applications for solving practical problems. Ré has
leveraged his training in databases and deep knowledge
of machine learning to create an inference engine,
DeepDive, that can analyze data of a kind and at a scale
that is beyond the current capabilities of traditional
databases."
Learn more about Chris at: cs.stanford.edu/people/
chrismre/.

Ph.D. alum Gail Murphy elected Fellow of the
Royal Society of Canada
1996 CSE Ph.D. alum Gail
Murphy, Professor of
Computer Science and
Associate Dean for Research
& Graduate Studies in
the Faculty of Science at
the University of British
Columbia, and co-founder
and Chief Scientist at Tasktop
Technologies Incorporated,
was elected a Fellow of the
Royal Society of Canada in the Class of 2015. Gail's
research interests are in software engineering with
a particular interest in improving the productivity of
knowledge workers, including software developers.
Her CSE Ph.D. advisor was the late David Notkin. As a
Fellow of the Royal Society of Canada, Gail joins fellow
UW CSE Ph.D. alum and fellow UBC Computer Science
faculty member Anne Condon. Learn more about Gail
at: www.cs.ubc.ca/~murphy/.
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CSE's Shyam Gollakota wins 2015 World Technology
Award in Communications Technology
The 2015 World
Technology Summit &
Awards Ceremony took
place on November 19th
and 20th in New York City.
The Summit explored
what is imminent,
possible, and important
in and around emerging
technologies by bringing
together the most
innovative people and
organizations in science
and technology from
around the world.
The culmination of the
Summit was the 2015 World Technology Awards Gala. In
the Communications Technology category, 39 nominees
were culled to 6 finalists. The winner, announced at the
Gala, was CSE professor Shyam Gollakota.
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This is the latest in a long string of honors for Shyam.
Other recent honors include an NSF CAREER Award, an
Alfred P. Sloan Research Fellowship, selection as one of
Forbes "30 under 30," selection as one of MIT Technology
Review's "TR35" (35 top innovators under the age of 35),
and the 2012 ACM Doctoral Dissertation Award.
Learn more about Shyam's amazing — and amazingly
diverse — research at
homes.cs.washington.edu/~gshyam/.

